XDJ-RX2 Firmware – CHANGE HISTORY

ver. 1.38 (27 February, 2020 Update) [FIXED]
✓ Certain AIFF file could not be played properly.
✓ Beat SYNC had been working incorrectly when a CUE was triggered

or if a track was paused.
✓ Other minor issues.

ver. 1.37 (13 June, 2019 Update) [FIXED]
✓ Unable to call a MEMORY LOOP when the CUE/LOOP CALL

button was pressed.
✓ Different KEY sort order shown only in the PLAYLIST category

(from the other categories order).

ver. 1.35 (26 March, 2019 Update) [FIXED]
✓ rekordbox database was missing when using some HFS +

formatted USB devices.
✓ Intermittent TEMPO SLIDER centre position issue.
✓ Intermittent audio skipping when playing a track recorded via

USB
✓ REC with some USB devices.

ver. 1.34 (18 December, 2018 Update) [FIXED]
✓ HEADPHONES MONO SPLIT/STEREO settings were not saved

when turning the power on again.
✓ MASTER TEMPO did not work directly right after scratching.
✓ Improved stability when controlling rekordbox dj.

ver. 1.33 (11 September, 2018 Update) [FIXED]
✓ Adjusted USB REC recording level.
✓ Improved stability when controlling rekordbox dj.

ver. 1.32 (21 June, 2018 Update) [FIXED]
✓ Deck 2 tracks ratings saved on deck 1.
✓ Inconsistencies when using the matching function.

ver. 1.31 (23 April, 2018 Update) [FIXED]
✓ QUANTIZE disabled when triggering HOT CUE/LOOP during

LOOP playback.
✓ Track display speed in SEARCH and PLAYLIST view.

ver. 1.30 (27 March, 2018 Update)
[NEW]
✓ Ability to display BPM and KEY information in the sort menu

and user-set categories.
✓ Comments added to the categories in the SEARCH screen.

[FIXED]
✓ Unable to use MEMORY CUE CALL after switching from
✓ rekordbox PERFORMANCE mode to EXPORT mode.
✓ QUANTIZE VALUE issue during HOT CUE REC.

ver. 1.23 (15 February, 2018 Update) [FIXED]
✓ QUANTIZE was disabled when using BEAT EFFECT

ECHO/DELAY/SPIRAL.
✓ The BROWSE screen was not shown after loading tracks when

RGB was selected for the WAVEFORM COLOR.
✓ Unable to load tracks if some MP3 tracks were included.

✓ Improved stability when controlling rekordbox dj.
✓ Synced tracks would drift after using BEAT JUMP continuously

when QUANTIZE and SYNC were enabled.
✓ BEAT SYNC was turned off (SYNC button blinked) after using

BEAT JUMP when QUANTIZE was disabled and SYNC was
enabled.
✓ SYNC worked incorrectly when the master deck was playing

loop.
✓ SEARCH worked incorrectly under certain conditions.
✓ TRACK FILTER COLOR displayed incorrectly.
✓ HOT LOOP color set in rekordbox wasn’t reflected to the pad.

ver. 1.20 (26 September, 2017 Update) [IMPROVED]
✓ Better recognition of USB devices implemented.

ver. 1.11 (14 September, 2017 Update) [NEW]
✓ rekordbox dj HID control.
✓ rekordbox video HID control.

*rekordbox 5.0 or later version is required to control
rekordbox dj / video.

